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About This Content

This DLC pack includes the following items:

Accessories
Mini Festival Shrine, Eggplant, Cucumber, Battle axe, Headdress, Sign Set, Bright Band Set, Rain cloud, Shinobi Scarf,
Mask, Shuriken, Tengu Mask, Wooden Doll, Balloon, Cherry, Scrunchie, Loose Sock

Rich Accessories
Rainbow, Glowstick, Otohime's Robe
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i like this game for mean reasons. 1. its a clicker game 2. it has to do with todays news. 3. its fun and a good way to pass the
time. Just idling achievements. The previous pack was pretty good, and I suppose this one might be, too. Still, I just bought it
and I'm not being able to download the files. Please, fix this issue :)
Edit: Thanks, problem solved!. Completed in about 3 hours. The platforming bit is only a small part of the game: most of it is
about exploring what is being measured and how to exploit those measures (metrics) to pass each level. It's occasionally
frustrating when you nothing you do seems to affect the metrics, and experimentation was required. Also lack of a "button
reminder" in the menus left me stuck trying to remember the keys for 5 minutes.

Altogether though, it was very fun to play through, and after figuring out what each bar measured, the puzzles were very
satisfying to solve.. Awesome game for the time, I still pick it up and play through every year or so. Mix in a nice mod and it
really freshens up the game.. If I hear the same 7.4 seconds of looping music one more time I might straight up kill a
dude. Honestly, I wanted to list some things that are good about the game and some things that are bad. However, I
can't seem to recall a lot of the things that I liked about the game. It MIGHT have been fun if it didn't constantly
crash. Also, even if it didn't crash, I would still get error messages after ending the game, and for some reason my
computer slowed down afterwards. If I wanted my computer to start working again, I had to restart it.
The story looked interesting in the beginning, but the end was just weird and confusing. If the main thing I remember
about a game is that it confused me, it is not that good. I wouldn't recommend it since it doesn't seem to work, and I
wouldn't recommend it for the story.. Excellent game. Highly recommended!. This is a wondeful action adventure
game, just enough puzzling to keep your brain ticking over, and the storyline and voice acting are pretty nice for an
indie title!

The game uses depth and varying levels successfully when trying to get past obstacles using your new shiny Gravy
Glove™. It's not that difficult to get used to using the mechanic which in itself is an achievement as 3D puzzling can
often feel uncomfortable and clunky.

If you're still unsure whether to get the game or not, please check out my initial video on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKnyAVbXeXo. This definitely has that retro feel to it. I feel like I am actually
playing an oldschool NES game. It's worth the price, especially if you like retro inspired games. 7/10
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This game is a lot of fun if you enjoy designing your own ship using modules and exploring different systems. There isn't much
of a diplomacy system at the moment (that I've encountered at least) but you can trade with other species and there are enough
side quests to keep you busy between main missions. The combat is fluid and allows for multiple play styles (I've come to enjoy
hit-and-run when facing a stronger foe, while straight up blasting the weaker ones). The constant updates keep the game fresh
and progressing forward at a great rate. Give it a try, you'll probably like it!. This game will make you concentrate.. on.. some
things. :v. it is a game that brings me back to the ps1.It handles and looks like ray man or rachet and clank .it does not tell you
much about the story but after a few minutes of playing the game you kinda get the story.
if you want a game that is like an erily ps1 game to play if the wifi goes out or you want a game to play in a couple of hours if
your alone at your house the game is for you XD. After the first battle, this is another beautiful DLC. Especially if you love the
Kharkov Operations.

Playing on hard AI as the Germans I still feel sorry for the Soviet 6th gds Calvary forces. At least for the vanguard anyway. The
German forces are formidable when entrenched. I got lucky with my pre-planned artillery strikes and the defilades\/enfilades
were carefully layed out with timed "fire at will" selections. The smoke screens were flukes but I exploited them for well timed
falling back tactics into ravines and up into little villages on reverse slopes.

The snow started gently falling amidst the ensuing battle.

Anyone who is an Eastern Front fan and has not played Mius Front does not know what they are missing.

This game (if I can use the term) keeps getting better and better upon every DLC release.

What an unbelievable wargame.

Thank You Graviteam: Tactics. Great game! Using same drones as Drone Fighters game. I understand why it was a bundle. You
should think as this bundle is a one full game. They seperated for different style of gmaplays. Downside of that hard to find
other people online to play with it. As I say it for Drone Fighters, play this game with your friend. We are playing together, it's a
lot of fun.. Keeps closing and says no memory available. The best mobile game of all time, now on PC! Even though the
competition is of course a different level, it's still a great game.
Dont be fooled by the amount of hours here, I played hundreds of hours on Android, and I still want to play more, there is still
content I havent been able to explore. And, here on PC, the gameplay is even better.
. The game is really short and way too easy. I bought the game today but have also requested a refund becuase it thought it
would be fun. However, the game is only 38 minutes long and is very repetitive. Try for 89 cents but do not pay any more than
that.
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